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Geographic routing in wireless ad hoc networks is characterized by routing decisions
made from locally available position information, which entails network scalability. How-
ever, it requires an effective recovery approach to sending a packet bypassing network holes
whenever the simple greedy forwarding fails. Among well-known approaches, rotational
sweep routing algorithms based on a circular arc are able to achieve packet delivery guar-
antee as well as low routing path stretch under the impractical assumption that a wireless
link exists between two nodes if and only if their distance is less than one unit. Instead, we
propose a cooperative rotational sweep algorithm taking into account practically imperfect
wireless connections. The algorithm involves a regular rotational sweep procedure and a
cooperative one both making use of iterative sweeps with circular arcs of decreasing size
subjective to a minimum size constraint. Essentially, the cooperative rotational sweep pro-
cedure resolves hidden node issues through exploiting packet header overheads for memory
of the latest routing path while iterative sweeps reduce the possibility of missing pivotal re-
lays. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed scheme presents the benefit of using
packet header overheads to support high end-to-end routing success probabilities without
sacrificing the inherent feature of localized routing.

Keywords: geographic routing, network hole, rotational sweep algorithm, circular arc, edge 
intersection

1. INTRODUCTION

Geographic routing supports the scalability of wireless ad hoc or sensor networks
through routing decisions made from local state information, on neighborhood node po-
sitions and the destination of a packet. To obtain such information, it suffices that each
node knows its own position via GPS devices or location services and exchanges it with
neighbors through, for example, IEEE 802.11 beacon messages and that the source of a
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packet is aware of its destination [1, 2, 3]. The overheads of routing table maintenance
or performing route discovery procedures in conventional address-based routing are thus
unnecessary.

The most popular and simple decision approach of geographic routing is greedy for-
warding [4, 5] by which a node selects as the next relay a neighbor closer to the destination
of a packet than the node itself. Greedy forwarding is loop-free. However, it will fail and
stop at a node when such a neighbor does not exist, causing the packet stuck at the node.
This is known as a local minimum issue that generally arises at a node on the boundary
of a network void or hole [6]. The issue is inevitable in wireless networks, considering
that some voids may be created due to topography obstructors, node mobility, or defunct
devices from power loss. To succeed in delivering a packet, it is thus imperative to have
an auxiliary routing approach to bypassing a routing hole so as to recover from greedy
forwarding failure.

Several recovery methods have been developed, strongly relying on the unit disk
assumption (UDA) that a wireless link exists between two nodes if and only if their dis-
tance is less than one unit. They can be divided into two categories, planar graph based
face routing [2, 3, 7, 8, 9, 10] and rotational sweep algorithms tracking nodes on a void
boundary [11, 12, 13]. Each of them can be combined with greedy forwarding to achieve
packet delivery guarantee. In particular, the rotational sweep algorithm based on curved
stick [13] or twisting triangle (TT) [12] uses a sweep curve (SC), which is a circular arc
of the transmission radius or one side of a Reuleaux triangle [12] (see Fig. 1), to sweep
the coverage area of a wireless node and locate the first hit node as the next relay. By
this recovery method, low routing path stretch, in terms of hop counts, and delivery guar-
antee can be both achieved. Similarly, routing decisions in [14] further take into account
information on the representative angle of a neighbor node, the largest angle between con-
secutive edges incident at the node, for a partial vision of next two hop topology, which
significantly cuts down routing path stretch.

However, UDA is fundamentally inappropriate for realistic wireless channels be-
cause of variable transmission ranges due to signal path loss, interference and fading.
Those recovery approaches based on UDA are thus impractical. In this work, we consider
that the existence of a bidirectional link between two nodes is completely determined
by the received signal power level above some threshold at both ends. For such a non-
UDA network setting, we propose a recovery method adapted from the rotational sweep
algorithm [13] (referred to as TT [12] here).

Under non-UDA, a number of issues arise from performing TT to locate the next
relay besides the well-known edge intersection [11, 13, 15] or crossing link problem [3,
12, 16]. The first is what size of an SC should be used since there is no magic distance
of one unit fit for all scenarios. The second is the hidden node issue that some nearby
one should have been hit and selected as the next relay but has no direct link to the node
performing TT. The third is the problem of a neglected neighbor which was not selected
due to the size of SC either too small or too large. The fourth is how to detect a routing
loop since the general way proposed under UDA no longer applies [17].

This work is focused on a cooperative rotational sweep scheme (α-COmTT) to effec-
tively bypass a routing hole and recover from greedy forwarding failure under non-UDA.
The scheme particularly preserves the feature of localized routing and thus network scal-
ability. Specifically, the main contributions can be stated in four parts:
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1. Propose an adaptive rotational sweep algorithm (α-TT), one key component of α-
COmTT, for a progressive search. It resolves the SC size and neglected node issues
by utilizing iterative sweeps first with SCs of diminishing sizes determined from the
link distance to each connected neighbor and then with SCs shrinking continuously
with sweeping, called extended sweep (eSW). The sweep stops when the constraint
of a minimum SC size ηL is reached.

2. Develop an adaptive cooperative rotational sweep algorithm (α-COm), the other
key component of α-COmTT, for a retracted search. It resolves the hidden node
issue or some edge intersection problem through semi-replicating previous α-TT
procedures. This is enabled by using an extra packet header field to carry a list of
some visited node positions, of at most size m.

3. Find out conditions for determining a routing loop based on the carried information
in the overhead of a packet and prove that if the overhead of a packet header is
unconstrained, a routing loop can be detected surely and as early as possible.

4. Embed in α-COmTT a distance threshold to packet destination (dt ) within which
operation mode tends to aggressively change to greedy one. The threshold dt is
another factor affecting routing performance, besides m and ηL.

1.1 Related Work

To resolve the local minimum issue, a number of hole boundary traversal schemes
have been described notionally like rotating a curve of some geometry. In the BoundHole
algorithm [15] a straight line of one unit, the transmission radius under UDA, is utilized
to sweep a hole area according to the so-called righthand rule. The first node hit by the
line is chosen as the next relay. Used alone, the method is unable to resolve crossing-link
issues. Instead, greedy anti-void routing (GAR) [11] was proposed to solve the boundary
finding problem and determine the next relay by implementing a Rolling ball with a radius
of half the radio transmission range. Unfortunately, it guarantees delivery at the expense
of increased mean hop counts.

One of the rotational sweep algorithms in [12] rotates a twisting triangle, which
is a Reuleaux triangle formed by the intersection of three circles placed on the corners
of an equilateral triangle with each side of one transmission radius. The rotation angle
required for the circular arc of a twisting triangle to hit a node is used to determine MAC
contention latency. It is a beaconless or contention-based routing [16, 18, 19] involving
both MAC contention deference and routing decisions, which requires the support of RTS-
CTS messaging. Instead, localized routing [13] utilizes as a sweep curve the Curved Stick
(CS) which is a circular arc with chord length and radius of one transmission range. Since
a CS is exactly one side of Reuleaux triangle, this scheme is similar to the TT algorithm
except the start-sweep point. Both use an SC with a smaller curvature than the rolling
ball and a chord length of the transmission radius to achieve delivery guarantee and lower
mean path hop counts under UDA.

Cooperative relaying [20] provided a MAC-network cross-layer protocol for for-
warder selection as well as a MAC-PHY cross-layer one for relay selection, which im-
proved per-hop routing reliability under realistic wireless communication channels. Our
preliminary study [17] considered an incomplete non-UDA in that no wireless link exists
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Fig. 1. A curve stick [13] and a twisting triangle [12] hinged at v1 and a start sweep point h1.

between two nodes absolutely if their distance is larger than one unit, that a link exists be-
tween them if their distance is less than a given threshold rc ∈ [0,1], a constant modeling
connection regularity, and that a link may exist between them depending on received sig-
nal power level if their distance is in the range (rc,1]. It was found that applied directly,
those schemes [13, 14] developed under UDA are hardly to achieve a sensible routing
success probability. A cooperative rotational sweep method, based on TT, was then pro-
posed to jointly operate with original TT as a recovery scheme. The cooperative approach
relies on duplicated sweeps but performed by the node holding a packet on behalf of pre-
viously visited ones whose positions are carried with the packet. With the approach, a
high routing success probability can be achieved at the cost of packet header overheads.

1.2 Outline

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe system mod-
els and present basic rotational sweep algorithm α-TT involving eSW. In Section 3 we
present cooperative algorithm α-COm and then combine both into recovery scheme α-
COmTT. In Section 4, we investigate routing-loop detection issues, introduce distance
threshold dt into α-COmTT for control of operation mode change and show the proposed
scheme by an example. Section 5 presents simulation results with discussions. We con-
clude in Section 6 with a brief remark.

2. SYSTEM MODEL AND ROTATIONAL SWEEP
ALGORITHMS

Let G(V,E) represent an ad hoc network graph where V is the set of all nodes and
E is the set of all bidirectional links. For nodes vi,v j ∈ V , edge viv j ∈ E if and only if
vi and v j can communicate with each other directly. The set of neighbors of node vi is
represented by Ni = {v j ∈V ;viv j ∈ E, j 6= i}. Let Ni(η) = {v j ∈V ; |viv j| ≤ η , j 6= i}−Ni
denote a set of nodes which are within the distance η but have no bidirectional link to
node vi, i.e. the set of nodes in a nominal circular coverage area of radius η , denoted by
Ci(η), that are hidden to node vi.

Let A f (vi) = {v j ∈ Ni; |v jD| < |viD|}, a set consisting of the neighbors of node vi
which are closer to D than node vi is.

Consider that node vi creates or receives a packet destined to D in greedy mode. If
A f (vi) 6= /0, the packet will advance to a selected node in A f (vi). Otherwise the event
of local minimum occurs at stuck node vi, denoted by vA, due to A f (vi) = /0. To lead
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the packet away from stuck node vA, a recovery process is then invoked. Essentially,
the routing process alternates greedy and recovery mode operations in a full course of
delivering a packet. It keeps operating in greedy mode whenever possible, switches to
recovery mode when the greedy one fails, and returns to greedy mode when some given
condition is satisfied.

Before developing our recovery methods, we first recall key procedures and features
of rotational sweep algorithm CS[13], i.e. TT [12], used in recovery mode to select the
next relay under UDA. Notionally an SC is a circular arc of radius η = 1 with chord length
η = 1 as shown in Fig. 1 where it is hinged at node v1 and swept counterclockwise with
the curvature center trailing behind according to the righthand rule to locate and select
the first hit node in the coverage of v1. At the beginning of sweep, the SC is positioned
with the other end at start-sweep point h1, the righthand-side intercept of unit circles C0
centered at v0 and C1 centered at v1 if v0 is the previous SC hinged node choosing v1 or
the intercept of line v1D and circle C1 if the recovery mode is initialized at stuck node
v1. Forwarded by this approach under UDA, the packet surely moves along a network
void boundary [13] over which a node with the least distance to D must exist. Method
TT keeps looking for switching to greedy mode operation at the earliest moment when
a void boundary node is found closer to D than the stuck node is. When the packet
returns to stuck node, say v1, and the SC is hinged at v1 and swept to cross h1 = v1D∩C1
without hitting a node, this implies that stuck node v1 is the one on the network void
boundary closest to D, that the network fragment containing v1 and that containing D are
disconnected, and that a routing loop occurs.

In realistic wireless coverage, the benefit and importance of a single value η = 1 of
SC chord length no more exists. To cope with the imperfection, we first consider iterative
rotational sweeps based on SCs, circular arcs, of decreasing size in place of the rotational
sweep algorithm [12, 13, 14, 17] in recovery mode operation. However, we assume that
there is a constraint on the minimum size of SC, with chord length ηL and hence curvature
1/ηL. It is considered protocol-wise available at each node.

Additionally we assume that a packet in recovery mode includes a field capable of
carrying a list Tr of position information of visited nodes for at most m entries. With
Tr available, we explore the cooperative rotational scheme [17] for a retracted search
to modify a routing trajectory and thus resolve hidden node issues in realistic wireless
coverage.

We simply consider the scheme of Greedy-Forwarding (GF) [4] for greedy mode
operation. By GF, node vi selects the next relay in A f (vi) with the least distance to D.
Note that some hidden node in Ni may not exist in A f (vi). We design recovery scheme
α-COmTT, involving algorithms α-TT and α-COm. Like TT, it attempts to forward a
packet along a network void boundary. We focus on the method of α-TT here but leave
α-COmTT involving α-COm in Section 3.

2.1 Adaptive Rotational Sweep Algorithm Based on TT (α-TT)

Consider that node vi is to select a connected neighbor in Ni as the next relay for
a packet with routing information {D,vA,vi−1}, where vA is the stuck node and vi−1 is
hypothetically the upstream node of vi on a network hole boundary. If nodes vi and vi−1
are not connected directly, we view vivi−1 as a virtual link, to be revealed in Section 3.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 2. (a) Recovery mode starts at v0 for a packet from S to D. Node v1 performs eSW to locate
node v2, resolving the issue of crossing edges v1v9 and v2v3. Node v5 performs α-CO to locate next
relay v6 that should have been selected by but was hidden from node v4 previously; (b) Enhanced
sweep (eSW) searches to locate v2 are highlighted. The eSW has been invoked twice here.

2.1.1 Initial SC size

To perform iterative rotational sweeps, what is the initial size η of SC hinged at vi?
Naturally, it is set at max{maxv`∈Ni |viv`|,ηL} so that at least one node is surely hit in case
that vi−1 is the only neighbor of vi and vivi−1 is very long.

2.1.2 Start-sweep line

The second issue is where to start sweeping. Instead of the start-sweep point adopted
in [13] under UDA, we use a start-sweep line vih(vi−1,vi) on which the chord of any size
of SC hinged at vi is aligned at the beginning of sweep and on the righthand of which
the SC curvature center is located. If vi is exactly the stuck node vA that initiates current
recovery mode operation and starts on the trajectory of tracing a network hole boundary,
then h is the intercept of circle Ci(ηL) and

−→
viD or simply h = D. With a little abuse of

notation, define point h(D,vi) = D. Otherwise, node vi is the downstream node of vi−1
on a traced network hole boundary. In this case, h(vi−1,vi) is the righthand intercept of
circles Ci−1(max{ηL, |vivi−1|}) and Ci(max{ηL, |vivi−1|}) from vi−1 to vi.

Specifically, the start-sweep line is vih(vi−1,vi), where h(vi−1,vi) is the coordinate
of D if vi is va and vi−1 is found to be D and otherwise the coordinate of Ci−1(η)∩Ci(η)
on the righthand of vi−1 to vi where η = max{ηL, |vivi−1|}.

2.1.3 Iterative sweeps and where to stop sweeping

With the initial SC size η and start-sweep line vih(vi−1,vi) resolved, iterative sweeps
of SC always hinged at vi are applied. Upon performing each SC sweep counterclockwise,
the first hit node, say vi+1 ∈ Ni, is chosen as the latest candidate of relay and the distance
max{|vivi+1|,ηL} is used as the new SC size for iteration. In case multiple nodes are
hit simultaneously, the one farthest to vi is the latest candidate. If such a diminished SC
reaches to minimum chord size ηL, the iteration stops after sweeping with this SC of
minimum size once and the last hit one is selected as the next relay. On the other hand,
if the diminished SC with chord size larger than ηL is swept to first hit the same node
determining the current SC size, an extended sweep, eSW, is invoked to further resolve
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Fig. 3. Enhanced sweep (eSW) search with sweep curves, hinged at v1, decreasing in size continu-
ously from |v1v9| to ηL.

the next relay selection issue, introduced next.
To describe how eSW works, we consider example network graphs in Figs. 2 (a)

and (b) where |v1S| > |v1v9| > |v1v0| > |v1v2| > ηL. Suppose that node v1 is to select
the next relay from N1 = {v0,v2,v9,S} for a packet received from v0 and destined to D in
recovery mode. Initially the SC of size η1 = |v1S| hinged at v1 is swept from v1h(v0,v1)
to hit and select the latest candidate node v9. Since |v1v9| = max{|v1v9|,ηL}, the SC is
reduced to size η2 = |v1v9| and swept again to hit and select node v9 the second time.
Note that there is a cross-edge issue caused by links v2v3 and v1v9 but unresolved by the
SC of curvature 1/η2. To solve this problem, our approach is to sweep with an SC of
continuously decreasing size, less than |v1v9|, so that node v2 will be hit and selected,
shown by the SC of size η3 in Fig. 2 (b). This constitutes the first use of eSW. With this
latest hit node v2 and |v1v2| > ηL, the SC of size η4 = |v1v2| is swept and first hits v2
again. The iteration hasn’t stopped yet since the SC size η4 > ηL. The procedure of eSW
is applied again until the SC size is reduced from |v1v2| down to ηL. The last hit node v2
is then selected as the next relay. Note that the condition for sweep stop delimits a search
area not too deep and away from network hole boundary, determined by the minimum
value ηL, in case that node v2 does not exist.

By eSW, the SC continues shrinking in size with one end fixed at v1 and the other
end moved inwards along the SC curve, as shown in Fig. 3. Mathematically, we can view
v1 and line v1v9 as the pole O and polar axis of a polar coordinate system (r,θ). Then,
the moving end of SC is initially located at (|v1v9|,0). Suppose that the moving end of
SC is now at (r(θ),θ) with r(θ) > ηL. The angle between the tangent line of the SC
at point (r(θ),θ) and the line from the point to the pole is π/6. After the SC is rotated
counterclockwise by ∆θ and reduced in size simultaneously, we have the approximation
r(θ +∆θ) ≈ r(θ)− r(θ)∆θ tan(π

2 −
π

6 ) and hence r(θ+∆θ)−r(θ)
∆θ

≈ −
√

3r(θ) after rear-
rangement. As ∆θ → 0, we have dr

dθ
= −
√

3r(θ) and solution r(θ) = Ce−
√

3θ for some
constant C. Furthermore, C = r(0) = |v1v9| and r(θ) = ηL for θ = ln |v1v9|−lnηL√

3
. Thus we

have proved the following.

Proposition 1 For an SC of size η0 > ηL with one end hinged at the pole O of a polar
coordinate system, the other end initially placed at (r(0) = η0,θ = 0 radian), and its
curvature center on the righthand of its chord, the SC is rotated counterclockwise and
decreases in size with θ simultaneously by moving the other end inwards along the SC
curve until r(θ) = ηL for some θ . Then, the area swept by such an SC of continuously de-
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creasing size is enclosed by the initial SC of size r(0) = η0, the boundary curve described
by

r(θ) = ηoe−
√

3θ (1)

for θ ∈ [0, lnη0−lnηL√
3

] and the SC of chord r(θ) = ηL placed at θ = lnη0−lnηL√
3

.

2.2 Procedures α-TT and eSW

With all required function elements presented previously, both eSW and α-TT are
summarized in the following procedures.

Procedure eSW (Ni,vi,vi−1,vk) that returns vi+1.
Let the initial SC have chord length η = r(0) = |vivk|. Sweep the SC of size r(θ) =

r(0)e−
√

3θ decreasing with θ from start-sweep line vivk until

(a) a node vi+1 ∈ Ni is first hit and selected or

(b) r(θ) equals ηL when the extended search stops. In this case, let vi+1← vk.

Procedure α−T T (Ni,vi,vi−1) that returns next relay vn.

1. Node vi with neighbor set Ni sets initial SC size η ← max{maxv`∈Ni{|viv`|},ηL}
and remember the node vk← argmaxv`∈Ni{|viv`|}.

2. Determines h(vi−1,vi) and start-sweep line vih(vi−1,vi).

3. Sweep the SC of size η from start-sweep line vih(vi−1,vi) to get the first hit node
vi+1 ∈ Ni and proceed to do one of next three actions accordingly.

• η is ηL:
Node vn← vi+1 is selected as the next relay.

• η > ηL and vi+1 6= vk, i.e. the latest hit node vi+1 is not the previous hit one
vk:
Let η = max{|vivi+1|,ηL}, remember vk← vi+1, and go to step 3.

• η > ηL and vi+1 is exactly node vk:
Perform Procedure eSW (Ni,vi,vi−1,vk) to obtain the next candidate vi+1 ∈ Ni
and go to one of next two actions accordingly.

(a) vi+1 6= vk, the latest hit node vi+1 by eSW is not the previous one vk:
Let η = max{|vivi+1|,ηL}, remember vk← vi+1, and go to step 3.

(b) vi+1 is exactly node vk (for no further candidate node is located) :
Node vn← vi+1 is selected as the next relay.

3. COOPERATIVE ROTATIONAL SWEEP, α-COmTT

The spirit of cooperative rotational sweep was introduced in [17] to cope with hidden
node issues. This can be seen from the network graph in Fig. 2 (a). Consider that a packet
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from S to D has arrived at node v4 in recovery mode. Although v6,v7 and v10 are close to
v4, they have no direct connection to node v4 and are thus hidden to it. If scheme α-TT is
used alone in recovery mode, the packet is first routed to node v5 since node v4 with only
neighbors N4 = {v3,v5} available for selection is unable to locate v6. This packet is then
routed to node v10 by node v5, going in the wrong direction, because the SC swept from
v5h(v4,v5) will miss node v6 but hit and select node v10.

The basic approach to resolving the above issue is as follows. Since node v4 is un-
sure that the selected relay v5 under available information N4 is exactly a network hole
boundary node, in case that hidden nodes exist, node v4 transfers the sweep information
v4h(v3,v4) encapsulated in the packet to node v5 and asks it to perform the same sweep but
over the set N5∪{v5}= {v4,v6,v5,v10} known to v5 for a double check. Upon receiving
the packet from v4, node v5 duplicates the previous sweep initialized with SC of size
max{ηL, |v4v5|} from start-sweep line v4h(v3,v4), on behalf of node v4, to locate a node
in the set N5∪{v5}. Through this extra operation of cooperative sweep, node v5 finds that
node v4 should have selected node v6 instead of v5 itself as the next relay. For correct
routing, node v5 sends to node v6 the packet without including any information of node
v5 so that node v6 seems to receive the packet directly from node v4, bypassing node v5.
Thereby, a virtual link between node v4 and v6 appears to exist now.

The above suggests that for correct routing, a node should perform cooperative
sweeps first when receiving a packet in recovery mode.

3.1 α-CO, One Cooperative Occasion

Let α-CO(Ni,vi,v j+1,v j,v j−1) denote the cooperative procedure performed by
node vi attempting to replicate the α-TT that was performed previously at node v j from
start-sweep line v jh(v j−1,v j) to select its downstream node v j+1. In case that node vi
has just been selected by the previous SC sweep from v jh(v j−1,v j), the downstream
node is vi itself and we let v j+1 = /0. Technically, the set of candidate nodes for selection
in cooperative search is now augmented to Ni ∪ {vi} ∪ {v j+1}. With limited available
information, the initial SC size is set to η = max{|v jv j+1|,ηL} or η = max{|v jvi|,ηL}
if v j+1 is /0. Except these initial settings different from that of α-TT, the procedure then
follows that of iterative sweeps with deceasing SC sizes by α-TT. The α-CO is used
to check whether v j+1 (or vi if v j+1 is /0) is selected again but from the augmented set
Ni∪{vi}∪{v j+1}. Specifically, we have the following.

Procedure α-CO(Ni,vi,v j+1,v j,v j−1) that returns next relay vn.

1. Node vi with neighbor set Ni:
Augment the set Ni← Ni∪{vi}∪{v j+1} for backtracking;
Set initial SC size η = max{|v jv j+1|,ηL} and remember the node vk ← v j+1 if
v j+1 6= /0; Otherwise, η = max{|v jvi|,ηL} and vk← vi.

2. Let vi← v j, vi−1← v j−1, and start-sweep line vih(vi−1,vi)← v jh(v j−1,v j).

3. Follow all step 3 of Procedure α−T T (Ni,vi,vi−1) to obtain next relay vn.

In the previous example (see Fig. 2 (a)), we have only described an instance where
node v5 performs α-CO with v j−1 = v3,v j = v4,v j+1 = /0 and vi = v5 to locate next relay v6
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from the set {v4,v6,v10,v5} after receiving a packet from v4 in recovery mode. Obviously,
the earlier instance is that node v5 performs α-CO with v j−1 = v2,v j = v3,v j+1 = v4 and
vi = v5 to locate next relay v4 from {v4,v6,v10,v5}.

3.2 α-COm for Unconstrained List Size m

Let the size m of position list Tr(i), i = 0,1,2, · · · ,m−1 in a packet be theoretically
unconstrained, referred to by m = ∞ thereafter. From the fact that the CS/TT rotational
sweep algorithm [13] keeps selecting the next relay on a network hole boundary under
UDA, we attempt to achieve the same purpose through utilizing the recorded history in-
formation in Tr to perform a sequence of α-CO accordingly, check and update the list Tr
if necessary. The method is described next.

When a packet is stuck at node vA by GF, no enough information supports an in-
stance of performing α-CO. Node vA simply performs α-TT to select the next relay and
initializes the list Tr to have the only entry Tr(0) = vA as the head node on the trajectory
of routing along a network hole boundary.

When node vi receives a packet with list Tr in recovery mode, it first checks whether
the node sequence in Tr is orderly situated along a network hole boundary and vi itself
is truly the downstream node of the last one in Tr, by performing α-CO sequentially
on behalf of those nodes Tr( j), j = 0,1, · · · , |Tr| − 1 over the node sets Ni ∪{vi} and Tr
available. In other words, such a sequence of performing α-CO is used to check whether
there is a node vi+1 ∈ Ni∪{vi} should have been selected earlier but hidden to previously
visited node Tr( j) for some j and vi+1 6= Tr( j + 1). Specifically, node vi performs a
sequence of α-CO until one of the following conditions is met:

(i) The sequence in Tr has all been orderly followed and the final selected node vi+1
is exactly vi. Then, node i updates Tr by pushing vi into Tr and determines the selected
relay vi+1 being vi itself for no node hidden to visited ones in Tr is found.

(ii) The sequence in Tr has all been orderly followed and the final selected node vi+1
is not vi. Then, node vi determines as the next relay the node vi+1 hidden to the last
recorded one in Tr without updating Tr.

(iii) The sequence in Tr has been orderly followed until Tr( j) where the selected
node vi+1 is not Tr( j + 1) but exactly vi. Then, node vi updates Tr by the replacement
Tr( j+1)← vi and removing away all entries after Tr( j+1) and determines the selected
relay vi+1 being vi itself.

(iv) The sequence in Tr has been orderly followed until Tr( j) where the selected node
vi+1 6= Tr( j+1) and vi+1 6= vi. Then, node vi updates Tr by removing away all entries after
Tr( j) and determines next relay vi+1.

Thus, α-CO∞ performed at node i for a retracted search is described as follows:
Procedure α-CO∞(Ni,vi,Tr) that updates Tr and returns next relay vn.

1. Begin with j = 0.

2. Apply procedure α − CO(Ni,vi,Tr( j + 1),Tr( j),Tr( j − 1)) if j > 0, or α −
CO(Ni,vi,Tr( j+1),Tr( j),D) if j = 0, to obtain the selected node vi+1. Then, take
one of next four actions accordingly.

• vi+1 = vi and Tr( j+1) = /0:
Store vi in Tr( j+1);
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Return node vn← vi+1.

• vi+1 6= vi and Tr( j+1) = /0:
Returns the next relay vn← vi+1

• vi+1 6= Tr( j+1) and Tr( j+1) 6= /0:
Remove all recorded nodes after Tr( j) by setting Tr(`) = /0 for all `≥ j+1;
Store vi in Tr( j+1) if vi+1 = vi;
Return node vn← vi+1.

• vi+1 = Tr( j+1) and Tr( j+1) 6= /0:
Increment j← j+1 and then go back to Step 2.

3.3 Recovery Scheme α-CO∞TT With Unconstrained List Size m

As mentioned previously, a node first performs procedure α-CO∞ to resolve hid-
den node issues when receiving a packet in recovery mode. This thus possibly induces
successive α-CO∞ procedures for routing path correction. Finally, progressive procedure
α-TT is called. However, if the node initiates recovery mode operation upon GF failure, it
only performs α-TT because of no history information Tr. Specifically, recovery scheme
α-CO∞TT is as follows:

1. If node vi initializes recovery mode operation to forward a packet, let Tr(0)← vi
and apply α-TT(Ni,vi,D) to obtain next relay vn.

2. Otherwise, node vi receives a packet in recovery mode with information Tr,D and
vA = Tr(0). It first performs α-CO∞(Ni,vi,Tr) to obtain the selected node vi+1 and
update history list Tr if necessary. Let j = min{` : Tr(`+ 1) = /0} so that Tr( j) is
the last nonempty entry in Tr.

• If vi+1 = vi, apply α-TT(Ni,vi,Tr( j)) to obtain next relay vn;

• Otherwise, the next relay is vn← vi+1.

3.4 Recovery Scheme α-COmTT With Constrained List Size m

The size of Tr carried in a packet in recovery mode is practically limited up to some
finite number m≥ 2, i.e. |Tr| ≤m. Under the constraint, the first entry Tr(0) is popped out
when the position of a node is pushed from the tail into a full list of Tr. To differentiate
and indicate whether such an event of overflowing recorded data from Tr ever happens,
we assume that a bit BI ∈ {TRUE, FALSE} for the purpose is also carried in a packet in
recovery mode. Therefore, a sequence of procedure α-CO starts from Tr(0) if overflow
status BI is FALSE, since the available information is sufficient to determine start-sweep
line Tr[0]h(D,Tr[0]); Otherwise, it starts with the SC hinged at Tr[1], swept from line
Tr[1]h(Tr[0],Tr[1]). The latter for BI =TRUE is because there is no way to find the start-
sweep line and replicate the previous sweep of SC hinged at Tr[0] for a better utilization
of available information, even if Tr[0] is exactly position vA due to recurrent visits [13].

Thus, node vi has information {Tr,BI ,vA,D} from a packet in recovery mode besides
local state Ni∪{vi}. The procedure of α-COmTT for some finite |Tr| ≤m all follows that
of α-CO∞TT except the following modifications:
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1. “Initialize indicator BI = FALSE” is added into Step 1 of α-CO∞TT in Section 3.3
when recovery mode begins.

2. In procedure α-CO∞ in Section 3.2:

• Step 1 is replaced by “Begin with j = 0 if BI = FALSE for no Tr overflow
event; Otherwise, begin with j = 1.”

• In the procedure calls of Step 2, let Tr( j + 1) = /0 if j = m− 1 because of
constraint |Tr| ≤ m.

• In action items 1 and 3 of Step 2,“Store vi in Tr( j+1)” is replaced by “Store
vi in Tr( j+1) if j+1 < m; Otherwise, pop out Tr(0), push vi into Tr from the
tail, and let BI = TRUE”.

4. SYSTEM OPERATION IN RECOVERY MODE

Recovery scheme α-COmTT with either constrained or unconstrained m involves
nodes from list Tr in a retracted search. However, two adjacent nodes in the traced tra-
jectory Tr may only have a virtual link between them. Will the scheme forward a packet
through a virtual link? We answer this question by the following result.

Proposition 2 α-COmTT always selects the next relay on a true link from the current
node.

Proof: The next relay is selected either by α-TT or α-COm. For α-TT, node vi selects
next relay vi+1 from Ni. Thus vi+1 ∈ Ni and vivi+1 is a true link. For α-COm, node
vi performs α-CO to trace and search Tr( j) with increasing j sequentially for a node
vi+1 6= Tr( j) and vi+1 ∈ Ni ∪ vi ∪Tr( j) at the earliest logged node Tr( j). Therefore, the
selected node vi+1 ∈ Ni holds if vi+1 6= vi and vivi+1 is a true link.

Given a network graph G of finite size, a packet to D is stuck at some non-isolated
node vA where recovery scheme α-COmTT, with constrained or unconstrained m, was
initialized to forward the packet. With scheme α-COmTT applied alone, the packet will
ultimately keep traveling in a routing loop. The issue is then how to detect such an event
as early as possible with certainty from the list of nodes in Tr.

The following proposition for α-CO∞TT says that it is the time and place where
twice the same cycle of nodes sequentially listed in Tr is found and the first node of the
cycle is to be pushed into Tr again.

Proposition 3 Suppose that recovery scheme α-CO∞TT is invoked at stuck node vA ∈ G
with NvA 6= /0 to forward a packet. Then the packet is trapped into a routing loop with
certainty the moment when performing α-CO∞, some node vi+1 selected by the node
itself is to push its position into Tr(i+1) while such conditions Tr(i− j) = Tr(i− k− j),
j = 0,1, · · · ,k− 1, for some k ≥ 2 and vi+1 = Tr(i− k + 1) = Tr(i− 2k + 1) are first
satisfied.
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Proof: It implies that Tr(i) = Tr(i− k) 6= Tr(i− 2k). Otherwise, the above conditions
have been satisfied earlier at node Tr(i).

We first show that information available at earlier node vi← Tr(i) is not sufficient to
support that the packet has been definitely locked in a given loop forever. Let us consider
the case that Tr(i− k)Tr(i− k+1) is a virtual link across a “bay” in a network hole area,
created when some nodes on the boundary of the bay were previously visited after node
Tr(i− k). Possibly some of their positions might have been sequentially pushed into and
then all removed from the list Tr at node Tr(i− k + 1) (by the third action of step 2 of
procedure α-CO∞ in Section 3.2). Thus, those visited nodes in the bay did not check
whether they had neighbors hidden to node Tr(i− k + 1) by the sweep process of α-
CO from the newly created start-sweep line Tr(i− k+1)h(Tr(i− k),Tr(i− k+1)). Now,
starting from node vi which is Tr(i)= Tr(i−k), the packet will eventually visit those nodes
in the bay again. In this case, some visited node v−i in the bay may have a neighbor v+i
hidden to node Tr(i−k+1) and selected by performing α-CO from Tr(i−k+1)h(Tr(i−
k),Tr(i− k+ 1)). When this turns out to be true, all entries in Tr after Tr(i− k+ 1) are
purged off, i.e. Tr(`) = /0 for all ` > i− k+ 1, according to the third action of step 2 of
procedure α-CO∞. The packet is then sent to node v+i , leaving the given loop.

We then claim that after the position of vi+1 = Tr(i−k+1) = Tr(i−2k+1) is pushed
into Tr(i+1), the packet will arrive at node vi+2← Tr(i− k+2) = Tr(i−2k+2) directly
or indirectly where the position of vi+2, which is exactly Tr(i− k+ 2) = Tr(i− 2k+ 2),
is pushed into Tr(i+2). By induction, the sequence of nodes in the given cycle will then
keep repeating in Tr.

To validate the claim, let us first divide the ordered nodes in Tr into three sublists
Sl ,Sp and Sh on the latest cycle, previous cycle and further history path, respectively;
That is,

Sl = {Tr(i+1),Tr(i), · · · ,Tr(i− k+2)}, (2)
Sp = {Tr(i− k+1),Tr(i− k), · · · ,Tr(i−2k+2)}, (3)
Sh = {Tr(i−2k+1),Tr(i−2k), · · · ,Tr(0)}. (4)

Then, Sl = Sp and all have the same head node Tr(i+1) = Tr(i− k+1) = Tr(i−2k+1).
Obviously, the result from performing α-CO∞ with the list Tr = {Sl ,Sp,Sh} is the same as
that from performing α-CO∞ with the list {Sp,Sh} since Sl = Sp is simply duplicated in
Tr. Consequently, the development of routing from node Tr(i+1) to some node Tr(i+2)
will be the same as that of routing from node Tr(i−k+1) to Tr(i−k+2). Thus Tr(i+2) =
Tr(i− k+2). This proves the above claim.

Note that a complete double cycle of the same sequence of k nodes in Tr does not
imply that an actual routing loop consists of exactly k nodes. Some selected relays on
hole bay boundary mentioned in the above proof that may or may not be ever stored into
Tr are also in the actual loop. Those k nodes in Tr can be viewed as the boundary nodes
of a network hole built by α-CO∞TT in a given finite network graph G and stuck node vA
with NvA 6= /0.

For α-COmTT with constrained |Tr| ≤ m applied from stuck node vA in the same
network graph G, the number k of nodes on a constructed hole boundary may take a
different value depending on the constrained size of m. Obviously, the smaller m the
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Fig. 4. The flow chart of recovery scheme involving α-COmTT and operation mode change to GF.
The way to terminate routing is not shown.

larger k. If 2k > m, the list size |Tr| ≤ m is too small to carry a double cycle of k nodes
and hence the routing loop is undetectable by the two conditions in Proposition 3. On the
other hand, Tr occasionally holds all the 2k positions of a double-cycle for some sufficient
large maximum list size m≥ 2k.

In summary, it is not guaranteed to detect the occurrence or existence of any routing
loop based on only a finite constrained history list Tr available for decisions. However,
we have the following result.

Corollary 1 For α-COmTT with constrained |Tr| ≤ m started from stuck node vA ∈ G
with NvA 6= /0, the recovery mode has been locked in a routing loop if the list of nodes in
Tr satisfies the two conditions in Proposition 3.

4.1 Operation Mode Change From Recovery to Greedy

It is necessary to switch from α-COmTT to GF somewhere in order to keep relaying
a packet definitely toward destination D and also to avoid facing more potential routing
problems in recovery mode. This demands to change to GF as early as possible. However,
routing by α-COmTT has the benefit of memory from Tr in a packet for tracking a network
hole boundary. Routing by GF does not have. This demands not to change to GF too hasty.

Taking into account the above conflicts of effect, the proposed recovery scheme is
depicted in the flowchart of Fig. 4. Besides α-TT and α-COm presented previously, it
includes two exits to GF separately controlled by:
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Fig. 5. A network graph of 18 nodes and edges.

4.1.1 Condition |vi+1D|< |vAD|

Immediately after procedure α-TT, it checks whether next relay vi+1 selected by α-
TT at node vi is closer to D than stuck node vA. This is a more constrained and thus
conservative condition to return to GF because only node vi+1 selected by α-TT is in-
volved.

We overlay this typical condition for operation mode change with a more aggressive
one that there is some v j ∈Ni∪{vi} such that |v jD|< |vAD|. This condition involves node
vi itself and all of its neighbors for test but is limited to apply in some network areas, as
described next.

4.1.2 Distance dt

It is a threshold of distance to destination, within which recovery mode operation
tends to be switched to GF in a more aggressive manner. The threshold dt is viewed as a
design parameter. Specifically, when receiving a packet in recovery mode, node vi checks
conditions

|viD|< dt and there is some node
v j ∈ Ni∪{vi} such that |v jD|< |vAD|. (5)

If so, node vi changes operation mode to GF and sends the packet directly to the neighbor
v j ∈ Ni closest to D if v j 6= vi.

As shown in Fig. 4, the recovery mode is initialized to perform α-TT on the righthand
branch of the flow chart whenever routing operation at a node, say node vi, encounters a
GF failure. Thereafter a node, vi, receiving a packet in recovery mode starts from the
lefthand branch, first checking whether condition (5) is true. If so, it changes operation
mode as stated previously. If not, it proceeds to perform α-COm.

4.2 An Example of α-COmTT Operation

To see how scheme α-COmTT works to recover from GF failure, we consider the
network graph in Fig. 5 where a packet destined to D has been forwarded from its source
S through nodes v15,v2,v1 and stuck at node v0 by GF. Suppose that α-COmTT with
unconstrained m is employed in recovery mode. Then, the sequence of processing is
rowwise listed in Table 1. The node where the packet reaches is listed in column 1.
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Table 1. Recovery scheme α-CO∞TT begins at node v0 in the network of Fig. 5 and
continues in this mode from node(row) v0 to v14 where operation mode changes to GF.

Pkt@ Proc. SC η from hit list Tr

v0 α-TT ηL v0h(D,v0) v1 v0
v1 α-CO ηL v0h(D,v0) v1 v0,v1

α-TT |v1v2| v1h(v0,v1) v2
v2 α-CO |v1v3| v1h(v0,v1) v3 v0,v1
v3 α-CO |v1v3| v1h(v0,v1) v3 v0,v1,v3

α-TT |v3v4| v3h(v1,v3) v4
v4 α-CO |v3v4| v3h(v1,v3) v4 v0,v1,v3,v4

α-TT |v4v5| v4h(v3,v4) v5
...

...
...

...
...

...
v10 α-CO ηL v9h(v8,v9) v10 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT |v10v11| v10h(v9,v10) v11 v10
v11 α-CO |v10v11| v10h(v9,v10) v11 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT ηL v11h(v10,v11) v12 v10,v11
v12 α-CO ηL v11h(v10,v11) v12 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT |v12v13| v12h(v11,v12) v13 v10,v11,v12
v13 α-CO ηL v10h(v9,v10) v3 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

v10
v3 α-CO ηL v10h(v9,v10) v3 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT |v3v4| v3h(v10,v3) v4 v10,v3
v4 α-CO |v3v4| v3h(v10,v3) v4 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT |v4v5| v4h(v3,v4) v5 v10,v3,v4
...

...
...

...
...

...
v10 α-CO ηL v9h(v8,v9) v10 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT |v10v11| v10h(v9,v10) v11 v10,v3,v4, · · · ,v10
v11 α-CO |v10v11| v10h(v9,v10) v11 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT ηL v11h(v10,v11) v12 v10,v3,v4, · · · ,v11
v12 α-CO ηL v11h(v10,v11) v12 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

α-TT |v12v13| v12h(v11,v12) v13 v10,v3,v4, · · · ,v12
v13 α-CO ηL v3h(v10,v3) v14 v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,

v10,v3
v14 GF D

The method in operation is in column 2. Each entry in column 3 only gives the chord
length of an SC employed to sweep from the start-sweep line listed in the same row of
column 4 and determine the selected node in the corresponding row entry of column 5,
although iterative sweeps and/or eSW are performed. The history state Tr after α-COmTT
operation at a node is in column 6.
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We see from the table that when the packet reaches node v13 the first time, procedure
α-COm performed there finds that its connected neighbor v3 is hit by the SC of length
ηL = max{ηL, |v10v3|} < |v10v11| swept from start-sweep line v10h(v9,v10) now but hid-
den to the hole boundary node v10 earlier. This entails a modification of recorded hole
boundary by purging nodes v11 and v12 from list Tr. The packet is then sent to the selected
relay v3. At node v3 the second time, position v3 is pushed into the tail of Tr after α-COm
operation. This notionally creates a virtual link v10v3 to close up the bay area formed by
nodes v10,v11,v12,v13 and v3 according to the development of listed nodes in Tr.

We again see that when the packet reaches node v13 the second time, next to the
bottom row, α-COm operation there finds that its connected neighbor v14 is hit by SCs
of length |v3v4| and of length ηL = max{ηL, |v3v14|} swept from the start-sweep line
v3h(v10,v3), due to the virtual link v10v3 created previously, and finally selected as the
next relay. The latest sequence of recorded nodes v4,v5, · · · ,v12 is then purged from Tr.
At node v14, if procedure α-COm were performed first, node v14 should be inserted into
Tr, creating another virtual link v3v14. Instead, operation mode is changed to GF there.
On the other hand, suppose that link v13v14 does not exist. Then the row of v13 in the table
after α-COm procedure would have Tr = {v0,v1,v3,v4, · · · ,v10,v3,v4, · · · ,v10} in the last
column after v11 and v12 are removed from the tail of Tr. Thereafter, the packet is sent
from v13 to node v3 where position v3 is to be inserted into Tr after α-COm operation, not
shown in the table. This exactly satisfies the conditions in Proposition 3 to conclude the
occurrence of routing in a loop.

5. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

5.1 Network Graphs for Simulations

We consider two types of network topology of the same size 40× 40 in the first
quadrant of a two-dimensional Cartesian system. One without artificial voids is uniformly
distributed with 4800, 4200, and 3600 nodes for three different node density levels, re-
spectively. The other with two artificial voids shown in Fig. 6 (Refer to [14, 17] for the
geometry of the two holes) is uniformly distributed with 4320, 3840, and 3360 nodes
over areas other than the two voids. In each network, the node closest to position (5,5) or
(35,35) is designated as the source S and destination D of a packet, respectively.

In a network topology, any two nodes, say vi and v j, have a bidirectional link between
them if and only if node vi receives from v j signals with power level larger than some
given threshold pt and vice versa. Otherwise, they have no direct communication link.

We consider Rayleigh fading, fix the mean received signal power level to be 0 dB at
distance 1, the reference distance [21], and use two path loss exponents 3 and 4 separately
to create networks of different wireless connection regularity. Furthermore, we set the
minimum power level pt = ln(10)/2. Thus, for a signal transmitted by node vi and path
loss exponent 4, node v j receives mean signal power 1/|viv j|4. The probability of the
received signal power larger than pt is then e−pt |viv j |4 [20, 22, 23]. By our assumption of
bidirectional communications, nodes vi and v j with |viv j| = 1 have a link between them
with probability e− ln(10)/2× e− ln(10)/2 = 1

10 . Note that under the constraint of the same
received signal power level at reference distance, a network created based on path loss
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Void  2

Void 1

Fig. 6. A network area of 40×40 in the first quadrant has two artificial voids with geometry defined
in [14, 17].

Table 2. Totally 4×104 random network graphs are created for each sample of network
setting in node density and wireless path loss exponent. Each entry in column 2 or 4
shows the number of them having a path between the node closest to (5,5) and that
closest to (35,35) for a given number of nodes, listed in column 1, uniformly distributed.
Correspondingly the mean shortest path hop count is listed in column 3 or 5.

Path Loss E. 4 3
Nodes Connected Avg. hops Connected Avg. hops

Networks without artificial void
4800 38155 76.25 36670 79.57
4200 33072 87.11 27455 94.18
3600 9095 108.00 2141 112.55

Networks with two artificial voids
4320 38105 101.84 36080 105.14
3840 29588 111.44 21405 116.94
3360 7374 124.95 2214 130.37

exponent 4 supports a higher degree of connection regularity than that based on path loss
exponent 3.

A network graph is created once and remains the same in a full session of routing a
packet from S to D. To send another packet, another random network graph is created in
advance. Totally, there are 4×104 network graphs created and hence packets sent, which
represents the size of a simulation sample for a given network setting in node density
and path loss exponent. In each sample, the number of network graphs in which a path
exists between S and D is given in columns 2 and 4 of Table 2 for path loss exponents 4
and 3, respectively. Those numbers are obtained by applying the Dijkstra’s shortest path
algorithm [24] with global state information of each network graph.

They are used in computing routing success probabilities (RT SP). Their mean short-
est path hop counts are then listed in columns 3 and 5 of the table accordingly. We can see
that for a given number of nodes deployed, each sample of random networks created with
path loss exponent 4 provides stronger connectivity between S and D (or shorter mean
path hop counts) than that with path loss exponent 3, due to the setting of distance-path
loss model mentioned previously.
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Table 3. Maximum routing success probability (RT SP) under unlimited history list size
m and optimal ηL and dt for scheme GF combined with α-CO∞TT.

Path Loss E. 4 3
Nodes RT SP ηL ; dt RT SP ηL ; dt

Networks without artificial void
4800 .9344 1.26; 2 .8069 1.28; 4
4200 .7283 1.18; 4,5 .4531 1.26; 5
3600 .424 1.16; 3,6 .264 1.21; 17,19

Networks with two artificial voids
4320 .9066 1.20; 3 .7838 1.28; 9
3840 .7514 1.18; 8 .5245 1.23; 10
3360 .544 1.19; 5,9,12 .357 1.25; 64

5.2 Performance

5.2.1 The effect of memory size m

In simulation, we set m = 25600 as a hypothetically unlimited memory size on Tr
and only apply Proposition 3 to stop routing in a loop after recovery scheme α-CO∞TT
is invoked. Results on the proportion of packets successfully delivered from S to D are
listed in columns 2 and 4 of Table 3, under the term RT SP, for path loss exponents 4 and
3, respectively. They are the maximum achievable performance of RT SP for GF working
with α-CO∞TT under optimal minimum SC size ηL and distance threshold dt listed in
columns 3 and 5.

For α-COmTT with constrained size m, we apply Proposition 3 as well as a maxi-
mum hop count limit, 3200 or 6400, in recovery mode to stop routing. The impact of finite
list sizes m = 21,22, · · · ,28 in scheme α-COmTT on the performance of successful deliv-
ering a packet from S to D is shown in Figs. 7 (a) and (b) for networks without and with
two artificial voids, respectively. In each figure, those for path loss exponents 4 and 3 are
separately denoted by FD4 and FD3. The performance for unlimited memory size m = ∞

is plotted on the rightmost, over x-coordinate 1024. All are optimal performance for each
given network sample, total number of nodes, and m. Correspondingly, Figs. 8 (a) and (b)
illustrate their routing path stretch, the ratio of mean hop count by GF⊕α-COmTT to that
by the shortest path routing.

We can see from Figs. 7 (a) and (b) that routing success probabilities obviously in-
crease with m for all cases of network setting and are then leveling off at some moderate
size m. These reveal a worthy tradeoff of exploiting extended packet headers for coop-
erative sweep operation to bypass routing holes. We also see that the performance for a
given network setting with FD4 is better than that with FD3 since the network with path
loss exponent 4 provides a better network connectivity seen from Table 2 and thus results
in shorter routing path stretches shown in Figs. 8 (a) and (b). Certainly the higher the
network node density, the higher the routing success probability seen from Fig. 7 and
thus the lower the routing path stretch seen from Fig. 8, due to less or smaller network
voids. Obviously, the cost of larger m for performance is routing path stretch, which is
significant particularly for low density networks with 3600 or 3360 nodes.

We limit the following presentation for two representative network settings only.
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Fig. 7. The probability of successful routing from S to D versus memory length (m) for networks
(a) without artificial voids and (b) with two artificial voids.
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Fig. 8. Average SD-path hop count stretch versus memory length (m) for networks (a) without
artificial voids and (b) with two artificial voids.

5.2.2 The effect of minimum sweep curve size, ηL

Figs. 9 (a) and (b) show the ratio of optimal routing success probability for a given
minimum SC size ηL to the global optimal one versus ηL, for networks with no artificial
voids and 4200 nodes and with two artificial voids and 3840 nodes, respectively. For
simplicity, only results for list size m = 2,4,16,64,∞(UnLMT) and path loss exponent 4
are plotted. We see that for each given list size m, there exists a global optimal SC size,
denoted as η∗L(m), for maximum routing success performance and that except m = 2,
η∗L(m) generally decreases with m ≥ 4 and approaches to the corresponding entry listed
in column 3 of Table 3 for unlimited m. We also see that the loss of routing success
performance is more sensitive for assigned minimum SC size ηL(m)<η∗L(m). The reason
is mainly that if ηL(m) is set too small, the selected relay tends to lie further out of
a network void boundary, which potentially violates the criteria of performing rotational
sweep to select the next relay on a void boundary and leads to looping beyond the network
void encountered. On the other hand, if ηL(m) is too large, the SC may miss hitting some
edge-intersection node [13] that may have an edge on a path to D, causing performance
loss.
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Fig. 9. The ratio of optimal routing success performance under a given minimum SC size ηL to the
global optimal one versus ηL, for path loss exponent 4 and networks (a) with no artificial void and
4200 nodes and (b) with two artificial voids and 3840 nodes. Results are optimized with regard to
dt . UnLMT indicates ∞.

5.2.3 The effect of distance threshold, dt

For each m = 2,4,16,64,∞ and optimal minimum SC size η∗L(m) assigned, the ratio
of routing success numbers to the optimal one versus dt is shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b)
for the previous samples of networks. Here the setting dt = 64 on the x-coordinate implies
that the routing scheme always seeks to operate GF since 64 > 40

√
2 > |SD| ≈ 30

√
2.

We see that for each m there exists a range of optimal d∗t for maximum routing success
performance. Except m = 2, d∗t is at about 4 for the sample of networks without artificial
voids and about 8 for that with two artificial voids. This agrees with the design objective
of using dt described in Section 4.1.2. Recovery scheme α-COmTT with insufficient
memory size m = 2 is unable to resolve most local minimum issues through taking more
detour hops, which may then lead to facing further routing problems. This thus supports
the strategy of switching to GF as early as possible, by setting d∗t ≥ |SD| ≈ 30

√
2.
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Fig. 10. The ratio of routing success performance to optimal achievable one versus distance thresh-
old dt for path loss exponent 4 and networks (a) with no artificial void and 4200 nodes and (b) with
two artificial voids and 3840 nodes. Optimal minimum SC size ηL for each m is employed. UnLMT
indicates ∞.
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5.2.4 Discussions and further issues

It should be noted that localized rotational sweep routing algorithms [12, 13] devel-
oped under UDA are useless in those network topologies in simulation while protocols
based on distributed Bellman-Ford algorithm [24], like AODV [25, 26], can easily reach
routing success probability 1 and short path stretches at the cost of network state mes-
sage propagation and routing table updates to counter the effect of changes in network
topology. Exploiting packet header overheads, our scheme nicely preserves the feature
of localized routing still at the cost of path stretches but lacks the guarantee of packet
delivery. To be feasible, the size of packet header overheads should be limited while rout-
ing success probability should be high. This implies that the distance of SD by a routing
request should be limited in some range, unacceptable for large or low node-density net-
works. This issue can be resolved by having a large network structured logically into
a hierarchy of two layers where some nodes actively function as key relay stations, like
cluster heads, whose positions are available through location services. In this context,
sending a packet to a far destination can rely on a sequence of shorter and more reliable
routes between relay stations [27, 28]. We leave this subject for further study.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have presented a cooperative rotational sweep scheme α-COmTT to bypass net-
work voids and recover from greedy forwarding failure in geographic routing under re-
alistic wireless coverage. The scheme is designed to identify and select a hidden node
as the next relay through retracted search algorithm α-COm and to locate the next relay
through progressive search algorithm α-TT. Both algorithms involve iterative rotational
sweeps with circular arcs of decreasing size subjective to a minimum size constraint. The
proposed scheme retains the feature of localized routing and thus scalability. Simulation
results have shown that a reasonable routing success probability can be achieved at the
cost of packet overheads carrying a few visited node positions in recent history of re-
covery mode operation. Furthermore, the routing success performance is affected by the
minimum sweep curve size and by the distance threshold to packet destination imposed
for aggressively switching from recovery mode to greedy one. Future research challenges
include an analytic way to resolve the optimal minimum size of circular arc employed in
α-COmTT and a practical way to determine its value.
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